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A Short History of Christianity-Geoffrey Blainey
2013-10-24 Christianity has played a central role
in world history, for better or worse, but beyond
the story of Jesus, many people know little of this
story. Geoffrey Blainey takes readers on a
journey from the very beginnings of Christianity
through to the current day.
A Short History of Christianity-Stephen Tomkins
2012-08-24 Worshipped by 2 billion Christians
worldwide, Jesus Christ is the most famous
human being ever. Stephen Tomkins takes the
reader on a enlightening and enjoyable journey
through the key stages of Christian development,
covering the people, the events, the movements,
the controversies and the expansion of the
Church in this lively 'warts and all' portrait. The
book begins with the life of Jesus before looking
at the spread of the early church and the Roman
Empire. Tomkins then continues the story of
Christianity right up to the present day, including
discussion of topics such as: the Eastern church,
battles between East and West, the Reformation,
the Counter-Reformation, the Enlightenment and
the impact of science. The author also provides a
snapshot of the worldwide church of the 21st
century and explores the challenges it faces.
A Short History of Christianity-John Mackinnon
Robertson 1913
A Short History of Christianity-Martin E. Marty
1987-01-01 For the non-specialist, Martin Marty
traces the church's quest through twenty
centuries for unity, sanctity, universality, and
authentic witness. He delves into the disparity
between the ideals of the church and historical
realty in order to provide a brilliant, instructive,
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and eminently fair statement of the history of
Christianity from its founding to the present
day.In this second edition, revised and expanded,
Marty has added an entirely new section entitled
"Postscript and Prescript" in which he discusses
the recent past and prospects. Fresh insights and
revisions based on the most recent contemporary
developments keep this volume abreast of the
times, making it an up-to-date survey of the
history of Christianity.
A Short World History of Christianity, Revised
Edition-Robert Bruce Mullin 2014-11-22 Church
historians have long known and appreciated
Christianity's global history. Until recently,
however, introductory textbooks on the history of
Christianity focused almost exclusively on Europe
and North America. Robert Bruce Mullins's A
Short World History of Christianity, by contrast,
offers a panoramic picture of the history of
Christianity in its Western and non-Western
expressions. It tells the story of the early church
in the Greek East as well as the Latin West; of
Christianity's spread into Asia as well as Europe
during the Middle Ages; and its explosion around
the world during the modern period. Mullins's
highly readable narrative explores why global
perspectives have emerged so strongly in our
understanding of the story of Christianity and
how they have impacted Christianity's
perspective on its place in the world. This newly
revised edition adds information on such global
phenomena as early Syriac-speaking Christianity;
the growth of Pentecostalism around the world,
especially in the southern hemisphere; and
recent trends in Christianity, including the
elevation of the first pope born in the Americas.
A time line of key dates, call-out boxes, and other
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helpful study materials are also provided.
Beginning students will appreciate this
memorable introduction to the most important
events in the history and development of
Christianity.
History of Christianity-Paul Johnson 2012-03-27
First published in 1976, Paul Johnson’s
exceptional study of Christianity has been loved
and widely hailed for its intensive research,
writing, and magnitude—“a tour de force, one of
the most ambitious surveys of the history of
Christianity ever attempted and perhaps the
most radical” (New York Review of Books). In a
highly readable companion to books on faith and
history, the scholar and author Johnson has
illuminated the Christian world and its
fascinating history in a way that no other has.
Johnson takes off in the year 49 with his
namesake the apostle Paul. Thus beginning an
ambitious quest to paint the centuries since the
founding of a little-known ‘Jesus Sect’, A History
of Christianity explores to a great degree the
evolution of the Western world. With an unbiased
and overall optimistic tone, Johnson traces the
fantastic scope of the consequent sects of
Christianity and the people who followed them.
Information drawn from extensive and varied
sources from around the world makes this history
as credible as it is reliable. Invaluable
understanding of the framework of modern
Christianity—and its trials and tribulations
throughout history—has never before been
contained in such a captivating work.
A Brief History of Christianity-Carter Lindberg
2009-02-04 Charting the rise and development of
Christianity, Carter Lindberg has succeeded in
writing a concise and compelling history of the
world’s largest religion. He spans over 2,000
years of colorful incident to give an authoritative
history of Christianity for both the general reader
and the beginning student. Ranges from the
missionary journeys of the apostles to the teleevangelism of the twenty-first century.
Demonstrates how the Christian community
received and forged its identity from its
development of the Bible to the present day.
Covers topics fundamental to understanding the
course of Western Christianity, including the
growth of the papacy, heresy and schism,
reformation and counter-reformation. Includes an
introduction to the historiography of Christianity,
a note on the problems of periodization, an
appendix on theological terms, and a useful
bibliography. An authoritative yet succinct
history, written to appeal to a general audience
as well as students of the history of Christianity.
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Written by internationally regarded theologian,
Carter Lindberg, who is the author of numerous
titles on theology and Church history.
The Lost History of Christianity-John Philip
Jenkins 2009-10-06 “Jenkins is one of America’s
top religious scholars.” —Forbes magazine The
Lost History of Christianity by Philip Jenkins
offers a revolutionary view of the history of the
Christian church. Subtitled “The Thousand-Year
Golden Age of the Church in the Middle East,
Africa, and Asia—and How It Died,” it explores
the extinction of the earliest, most influential
Christian churches of China, India, and the
Middle East, which held the closest historical
links to Jesus and were the dominant expression
of Christianity throughout its first millennium.
The remarkable true story of the demise of the
institution that shaped both Asia and Christianity
as we know them today, The Lost History of
Christianity is a controversial and important
work of religious scholarship that sounds a
warning that must be heeded.
A History of God-Karen Armstrong 2011-08-10
Why does God exist? How have the three
dominant monotheistic religions—Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam—shaped and altered the
conception of God? How have these religions
influenced each other? In this stunningly
intelligent book, Karen Armstrong, one of
Britain's foremost commentators on religious
affairs, traces the history of how men and women
have perceived and experienced God, from the
time of Abraham to the present. The epic story
begins with the Jews' gradual transformation of
pagan idol worship in Babylon into true
monotheism—a concept previously unknown in
the world. Christianity and Islam both rose on
the foundation of this revolutionary idea, but
these religions refashioned 'the One God' to suit
the social and political needs of their followers.
From classical philosophy and medieval
mysticism to the Reformation, Karen Armstrong
performs the near miracle of distilling the
intellectual history of monotheism into one
superbly readable volume, destined to take its
place as a classic. Praise for History of God “An
admirable and impressive work of synthesis that
will give insight and satisfaction to thousands of
lay readers.”—The Washington Post Book World
“A brilliantly lucid, spendidly readable book.
[Karen] Armstrong has a dazzling ability: she can
take a long and complex subject and reduce it to
the fundamentals, without oversimplifying.”—The
Sunday Times (London) “Absorbing . . . A lode of
learning.”—Time “The most fascinating and
learned study of the biggest wild goose chase in
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history—the quest for God. Karen Armstrong is a
genius.”—A.N. Wilson, author of Jesus: A Life
A History of Christianity in the United States and
Canada-Mark A. Noll 1992-08-11 Author Mark
Noll presents the unfolding drama of American
Christianity with accuracy and skill, from the
first European settlements to ecumenism in the
late 20th Century. This work has become a
standard in the field of North American religious
history.
A Short History of the World-Geoffrey Blainey
2003-03-08 A superb history of the world's
people during the last four million years,
beginning before the human race moved out of
Africa to explore and settle the other continents.
Mr. Blainey explores the development of
technology and skills, the rise of major religions,
and the role of geography, considering both the
larger patterns and the individual nature of
history. A delightful read, gracefully written, and
full of odd and interesting pieces of information
as well as thoughtful comparisons that span both
time and space. —William L. O'Neill
Love-Carter Lindberg 2008-04-30 3,000 years of
ideas about the nature of love in Western culture
are brought together in this concise history. By
blending the works of many scholars and
examining the significant lives, works, and
movements associated with love, Love: A Brief
History Through Western Christianity traces the
evolution and impact of this timeless topic. Takes
the reader on a lightning but enlightening
journey through 3,000 years of the idea of love
Examines the influential movements, people, and
work that have helped shape our notion of love in
Western culture, written by a key figure in
religious history Tackles the historical and
religious concept in Western society, and our
efforts to apply ideas of love to social concerns
Explores diverse periods and examples – from the
theological and philosophical texts of figures
such as Augustine, Luther, and Feuerbach to
intellectual movements like Romanticism and
tragic historic figures such as Abelard and
Heloise Contributes valuable insights into one of
history’s most inexhaustible and timeless topics,
spanning biblical views of love including
monasticism and pietism, romantic notions of
love, through to today’s liberal religion and
concept of love as self-fulfillment.
A Short Introduction to the History of
Christianity-Tim Dowley 2018-06-01 Tim
Dowley's masterful one-volume survey of church
history is now available in a new concise format
designed with today's student in mind. Each
section of Dowley's Introduction to the History of
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Christianity has been reviewed and content
edited to create a more compact summary of
Christian history. This new, shorter introduction
retains the full-color format of the popular full
edition, including the third edition's new images
and maps. Dowley has assembled a global cast of
respected scholars to write the full story of the
rise of the Christian faith and to provide a
rounded picture of the worldwide development of
Christianity. The volume has been praised as
accurate, scholarly, and balanced. Its writers are
committed to Christianity but also to the
unhindered pursuit of truth that does not avoid
the darker aspects of the varied story of
Christianity. The accessible text is supported by
detailed timelines, maps, profiles of key figures
in Christianity, colorful images, and a complete
glossary. Each section includes questions for
discussion.
A History of Christianity-Owen Chadwick
1998-04-15 Presents a history of the Christian
faith, from its beginning as a Jewish sect to the
impact of twentieth-century issues such as birth
control, Muslim fundamentalism, and Nazi
racism
The History of Christianity-Tim Dowley 1990 This
reference book brings together information from
a range of sources, to provide information on the
history of Christianity. It has been updated to
include recent events in Eastern Europe.
Introduction to the History of Christianity-George
Herring 2006-09-01 Christianity is the world’s
largest religion, and has had a profound impact
on the course of civilization. Introduction to the
History of Christianity is a beautifully crafted and
clearly written introduction to Christianity over
its 2000 year history. The broad underlying
theme of the book is the interaction between
Christianity and the secular world, exploring how
one has shaped and been shaped by the other.
The volume does not attempt to cover the whole
of Christian history in detail. It focuses on three
key chronological periods pivotal in the
development of Christianity: Christ and Caesar,
Christianity circa 300–500; Expansion and Order,
Latin Christendom, circa 1050–1250; and Grace
and Authority, Western Christianity, circa
1450–1650, as well as a concluding section on
Christianity in the modern world, providing
illustrative snapshots of the tradition over the
course of its long development. In addition, the
volume includes maps, timelines, quotations from
primary source material, a glossary, and a
further reading section. No staid, laborious
introduction to its subject, Introduction to the
History of Christianity offers an inviting and
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informative overview of this rich religious
tradition.
A History of Christianity in Indonesia-Jan Sihar
Aritonang 2008 Indonesia is the home of the
largest single Muslim community of the world. Its
Christian community, about 10% of the
population, has until now received no overall
description in English. Through cooperation of 26
Indonesian and European scholars, Protestants
and Catholics, a broad and balanced picture is
given of its 24 million Christians. This book
sketches the growth of Christianity during the
Portuguese period (1511-1605), it presents a fair
account of developments under the Dutch
colonial administration (1605-1942) and is more
elaborate for the period of the Indonesian
Republic (since 1945). It emphasizes the regional
differences in this huge country, because most
Christians live outside the main island of Java.
Muslim-Christian relations, as well as the
tensions between foreign missionaries and local
theology, receive special attention.
Short History of the Christian Church-John
Fletcher Hurst 1892
A Short History of Medieval Christianity-G.R.
Evans 2017-04-30 What did people really believe
in the Middle Ages? Much of our sense of the
medieval period has come down to us from the
writings of the learned: the abbots, priors,
magnates, scholastic theologians and others who
between them, and across Christendom,
controlled the machinery of church and state.
For G R Evans too much emphasis has been
placed on a governing elite and too little on those
- the great mass of the semi-literate and
illiterate, and the emergent middle classes - who
stood outside the innermost circles of
ecclesiastical power, privilege and education.
Her book finally gives proper weight to the
neglected literature of demotic religion: the lives
of saints; writings by those - including lay women
- who had mystical experiences; and lively texts
containing stories for popular edification.
Ranging widely, from the fall of Rome to the
ideas of the Reformation, the author addresses
vital topics like the appeal of monasticism, the
lure of the Crusades, the rise of the friars and the
acute crisis of heresy. As Evans reveals, medieval
Christianity was shaped above all by its promise
of salvation or eternal perdition.
History and Christianity-John Warwick
Montgomery 1986-02 A vigorous, convincing
presentation of the evidence for a historical
Jesus.
A Short History of Christianity-John M. Robertson
2004-04-01 1902. Contents Part I. Primitive
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Christianity: The Beginnings; The Environment;
and Conditions of Survival. Contents Part II.
Christianity from the Second Century to the Rise
of Mohammedanism: Scope and Character of the
Unestablished Church; Relations of Church and
State; and Failure with Survival. Contents Part
III. Medieval Christianity: Expansion and
Organization; The Social Life and Structure; The
Intellectual Life; and Byzantine Christianity.
Contents Part IV. Modern Christianity: The
Reformation; Progress of Anti-Christian Thought;
Popular Acceptance; and The Relation to
Progress.
A Brief History of Christianity-Bamber Gascoigne
2017-11-21 This volume tells the story of
Christianity through the individual men and
women who shaped it. It is a story of colossal
undertakings and spectacular successes as well
as ferocious intolerance, greed and bloodshed.
Bamber Gascoigne traces a clear path through a
complicated history, exploring the motives, the
passions, the fears and the achievements of the
Christians. His approach is objective and he
writes in a conversational style, focusing on
moments of significant detail and a vast and
varied cast of characters.
Christianity-Diarmaid MacCulloch 2010-03-18
The New York Times bestseller and definitive
history of Christianity for our time—from the
award-winning author of The Reformation and
Silence A product of electrifying scholarship
conveyed with commanding skill, Diarmaid
MacCulloch's Christianity goes back to the
origins of the Hebrew Bible and encompasses the
globe. It captures the major turning points in
Catholic, Protestant, and Orthodox history and
fills in often neglected accounts of conversion
and confrontation in Africa, Latin America, and
Asia. MacCulloch introduces us to monks and
crusaders, heretics and reformers, popes and
abolitionists, and discover Christianity's essential
role in shaping human history and the intimate
lives of men and women. And he uncovers the
roots of the faith that galvanized America,
charting the surprising beliefs of the founding
fathers, the rise of the Evangelical movement and
of Pentecostalism, and the recent crises within
the Catholic Church. Bursting with original
insights and a great pleasure to read, this
monumental religious history will not soon be
surpassed.
The Kingdom of God in Africa-Mark Shaw
2020-07-31 African Christianity is not an
imported religion but rather one of the oldest
forms of Christianity in the world. In The
Kingdom of God in Africa, Mark Shaw and
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Wanjiru M. Gitau trace the development and
spread of African Christianity through its twothousand year history, demonstrating how the
African church has faithfully testified to the
power and diversity of God’s kingdom. Both
history students and casual readers will gain
greater understanding of how key churches,
figures and movements across the continent
conceptualized the kingdom of God and
manifested it through their actions. The only upto- date, single-volume study of its kind, this book
also includes maps and statistics that aid readers
to absorb the rich history of African Christianity
and discover its impact on the rest of the world.
A History of Christianity in the United States and
Canada-Mark A. Noll 2019-10-17 A best-selling
text thoroughly updated, including new chapters
on the last 30 years "An excellent study that will
help historians appreciate the importance of
Christianity in the history of the United States
and Canada." – The Journal of American History
“Scholars and general readers alike will gain
unique insights into the multifaceted character of
Christianity in its New World environment.
Nothing short of brilliant.” – Harry S. Stout, Yale
University “A new standard for textbooks on the
history of North American Christianity.” – James
Turner, University of Notre Dame Mark Noll’s A
History of Christianity in the United States and
Canada has been firmly established as the
standard text on the Christian experience in
North America. Now Noll has thoroughly revised,
updated, and expanded his classic text to
incorporate new materials and important themes,
events, leaders, and changes of the last thirty
years. Once again readers will benefit from his
insights on the United States and Canada in this
superb narrative survey of Christian churches,
institutions, and cultural engagements from the
colonial period through 2018.
Writing the History of Early Christianity-Markus
Vinzent 2019-03-31 Brings a new approach to the
interpretation of the sources used to study the
Early Christian era - reading history backwards.
This book will interest teachers and students of
New Testament studies from around the world of
any denomination, and readers of early
Christianity and Patristics.
Christendom-Roland Herbert Bainton 1966
The Story of Christianity-David Bentley Hart
2015-08-04 The story of Christianity is an
immeasurably fascinating one. A faith that began
in Roman occupied Palestine, as a small and
fugitive faction within Judaism, grew, thrived and
finally "conquered" the empire that had sought to
exterminate it. Then, over many centuries and in
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many lands, it became the vital source from
which new civilizations sprang. At times, its
geographical range expanded mightily, at others
contracted perilously. At times, the church
proved heroically true to its deepest moral
principles; at others, inexcusably traitorous to
them. But, by the beginning of the 21st century,
this faith that began in such fragility, and that
became so powerful--even though its temporal
power has now receded in its historic homelands-is the most widespread and diverse of all
religions. Christianity is rapidly taking root in
cultures very different from those in which it was
born and in which it once flourished, and is
assuming configurations that could not have
been anticipated a century ago. In The Story of
Christianity, the distinguished theologian David
Bentley Hart provides a broad picture of
Christian history. Presented in 50 short chapters-each focusing on a critical facet of Christian
history or theology, and each amplified by
timelines, quotations, and color images--his
magisterial account does full justice to the range
of Christian tradition, belief and practice-Eastern Orthodox, Roman Catholic, Anglican,
Presbyterian, Evangelical, Coptic, Chaldean,
Ethiopian Orthodox, Armenian Orthodox,
Malankaran, to name but a few of the many
possibilities. From the persecutions of the early
church to the papal-imperial conflicts of the
Middle Ages, from the religious wars of 16th and
17th-century Europe to the challenges of science
and secularism in the modern era, and from the
ancient Christian communities of Africa and Asia
to the "house churches" of contemporary China,
The Story of Christianity triumphantly captures
the heterogeneous richness of Christian history.
The Holy Bible-Anonymous 2009-01-01 The King
James Bible for ebook readers, desktops, tablets
and phones. Including Old Testament and New
Testament, this is a wonderful tool that keeps the
scriptures at your fingertips. The translation that
became the Authorized King James Bible was
begun in 1604 and in 1611 was published by the
Church of England, under the direction of King
James. The translation was done by forty-seven
Church of England scholars, the New Testament
coming from the Greek Textus Receptus
(Received Text), the Old Testament from the
Masoretic Hebrew text, and the Apocrypha from
the Greek Septuagint (LXX), except for two
Esdras from the Latin Vulgate.
Christian Mission-Dana L. Robert 2009-04-06
Exploring how Christianity became a world
religion, this brief history examines Christian
missions and their relationship to the current
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globalization of Christianity. A short and
enlightening history of Christian missions: a
phenomenon that many say reflects the single
most important intercultural movement over a
sustained period of human history Offers a
thematic overview that takes into account the
political, cultural, social, and theological issues
Discusses the significance of missions to the
globalization of Christianity, and broadens our
understanding of Christianity as a multicultural
world religion Helps Western audiences
understand the meaning of mission as a historical
process Contains several new maps that
illustrate demographic shifts in world
Christianity
A Secret History of Christianity-Mark Vernon
2019-08-30 Christianity is in crisis in the West.
The Inkling friend of C.S. Lewis and J.R.R.
Tolkien, Owen Barfield, analysed why. He
developed an account of our spiritual
predicament that is radical and illuminating.
Barfield realized that the human experience of
life shifts fundamentally over periods of cultural
time. Our perception of nature, the cosmos and
the divine changes dramatically across history.
Mark Vernon uses this startling insight to tell the
inner story of 3000 years of Christianity,
beginning from the earliest Biblical times.
Drawing, too, on the latest scholarship and
spiritual questions of our day, he presents a
gripping account of how Christianity constellated
a new perception of what it is to be human. For
1500 years, this sense of things informed many
lives, though it fell into crisis with the
Reformation, scientific revolution and
Enlightenment. But the story does not stop there.
Barfield realised that there is meaning in the
disenchantment and alienation experienced by
many people today. It is part of a process that is
remaking our sense of participation in the life of
nature, the cosmos and the divine. It's a new
stage in the evolution of human consciousness.
From Jesus to Christ-Paula Fredriksen
2008-10-01 "Magisterial. . . . A learned, brilliant
and enjoyable study."—Géza Vermès, Times
Literary Supplement In this exciting book, Paula
Fredriksen explains the variety of New
Testament images of Jesus by exploring the ways
that the new Christian communities interpreted
his mission and message in light of the delay of
the Kingdom he had preached. This edition
includes an introduction reviews the most recent
scholarship on Jesus and its implications for both
history and theology. "Brilliant and lucidly
written, full of original and fascinating
insights."—Reginald H. Fuller, Journal of the
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American Academy of Religion "This is a firstrate work of a first-rate historian."—James D.
Tabor, Journal of Religion "Fredriksen confronts
her documents—principally the writings of the
New Testament—as an archaeologist would an
especially rich complex site. With great care she
distinguishes the literary images from historical
fact. As she does so, she explains the images of
Jesus in terms of the strategies and purposes of
the writers Paul, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and
John."—Thomas D’Evelyn, Christian Science
Monitor
The Rise of Christianity-Rodney Stark 1997-05-09
This "fresh, blunt, and highly persuasive account
of how the West was won—for Jesus"
(Newsweek) is now available in paperback.
Stark's provocative report challenges
conventional wisdom and finds that Christianity's
astounding dominance of the Western world
arose from its offer of a better, more secure way
of life. "Compelling reading" (Library Journal)
that is sure to "generate spirited argument"
(Publishers Weekly), this account of Christianity's
remarkable growth within the Roman Empire is
the subject of much fanfare. "Anyone who has
puzzled over Christianity's rise to
dominance...must read it." says Yale University's
Wayne A. Meeks, for The Rise of Christianity
makes a compelling case for startling
conclusions. Combining his expertise in social
science with historical evidence, and his insight
into contemporary religion's appeal, Stark finds
that early Christianity attracted the privileged
rather than the poor, that most early converts
were women or marginalized Jews—and
ultimately "that Christianity was a success
because it proved those who joined it with a
more appealing, more assuring, happier, and
perhaps longer life" (Andrew M. Greeley,
University of Chicago).
Byzantine Christianity-Averil Cameron
2017-10-19 ‘. . . I have sailed the seas and come
To the holy city of Byzantium.’ W. B. Yeats From
the foundation of Constantinople in 330 to its fall
in 1453, this brief history explores the key
components of Byzantine Christianity, including
the development of monasticism, icons and
iconoclasm, the role of the emperor in relation to
church councils and beliefs, the difficult
relationship with the papacy and the impact of
the Crusades. The book also considers Byzantine
Christianity as a living force today: the variety
and vitality of Orthodox churches, the role of the
Church in Russia and the enduring relevance of a
spirituality derived from the church fathers.
‘Averil Cameron’s work has transformed our
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understanding of Byzantium, and here she offers
an authoritative survey of its history and legacy .
. . This is a lucid, informative and impressively
wide-ranging brief history.’ Gillian Clark FBA,
Emeritus Professor of Classics and Ancient
History, University of Bristol
The First Thousand Years-Robert Louis Wilken
2012-11-27 Describes the first 1,000 years of
Christian history, from the early practices and
beliefs through the conversion of Constantine as
well as documenting its growth to communities
in Ethiopia, Armenia, Central Asia, India and
China.
A Short History of Christian Doctrine-Bernhard
Lohse 1966 This book has earned wide
acceptance as an outstanding single volume
history of doctrine. It is ideally suited for
classroom and seminar use as well as research
and independent study. With remarkable
conciseness and clarity Lohse, shows how
doctrinal development has occurred in the
various periods of the Church's history from the
first century to the present. He explores and
discusses, one by one, the dogmas and doctrines
that constitute the milestones in the story of the
Church's effort to proclaim the message of Jesus
Christ to each age. This Revised American
Edition includes a new preface by the author, an
account of the significance of the Second Vatican
Council and alterations in the "For Further
Reading" section to bring it up to date.
A Child's History of the World-Virgil Mores
Hillyer 1924 History is presented with a personal
viewpoint of how and why it may have happened.
Dominion-Tom Holland 2019-10-29 A historian of
antiquity shows how the Christian Revolution
forged the Western imagination Crucifixion, the
Romans believed, was the worst fate imaginable.
It was this that rendered it so suitable a
punishment for slaves. How astonishing it was,
then, that people should have come to believe
that one particular victim of crucifixion-an
obscure provincial by the name of Jesus-had been
a god. Dominion explores the implications of this
shocking conviction as they have reverberated
throughout history. Today, the West remains
utterly saturated by Christian assumptions. Our
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morals and ethics are not universal. Instead, they
are the fruits of a very distinctive civilization.
Concepts such as secularism, liberalism, science,
and homosexuality are deeply rooted in a
Christian seedbed. From Babylon to the Beatles,
Saint Michael to #MeToo, Dominion tells the
story of how Christianity transformed the world.
Christian Ethics-Michael Banner 2009-04-20 This
enlightening book steers readers through the
challenges and moral issues, providing a clear
and decisive history of the main figures and texts
in Christian ethics. A short and lively history of
Christian ethics, exploring how Christianity has
always had to grapple with complex moral
problems - from questions about the status of
early Christians who renounced their religion
under Roman torture, through to current debates
about euthanasia Engages with the main texts
and figures in Christian ethics, including
Augustine, Benedict, Aquinas, Luther and Barth
Considers questions such as human will, the
proper form of Christian life, natural law, and
whether human nature is at odds with Christian
ethics Concludes with a thought-provoking
chapter considering the role that Christian ethics
can play in contemporary moral debates and
ethical dilemmas
A New History of Early Christianity-Charles
Freeman 2009-01-01 "Tracing the astonishing
transformation that the early Christian church
underwent - from sporadic niches of Christian
communities surviving in the wake of a horrific
crucifixion to sanctioned alliance with the state Charles Freeman shows how freedom of thought
was curtailed by the development of the concept
of faith. The imposition of 'correct belief' and an
institutional framework that enforced orthodoxy
were both consolidating and stifling. Uncovering
the church's relationships with Judaism,
Gnosticism, Greek philosophy and Greco-Roman
society, Freeman offers dramatic new accounts
of Paul, the resurrection, and the church fathers
and emperors."--BOOK JACKET.
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